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Abstract

In many technical applications it is necessary to compute a numerical solution of complex

�ow problems in several space dimensions� Most available codes split the multi�dimensional

problem into several one�dimensional ones� Those are aligned with the cell interfaces of the

underlying grid� In some of the applications� e�g� high Mach number �ow� this approach does

not work very well� since the physical properties of the model equations are not represented

correctly�

In this paper a new idea to solve the multi�dimensional Euler equations numerically is pre�

sented� It is the aim of this paper to obtain a robust shock capturing method without the use

of dimensional splitting and to get a better understanding of multi�dimensional phenomena�

The starting point of this idea is the one�dimensional �ux vector splitting and the homogene�

ity of the Euler equations� Using this concept it is shown that a di�erent interpretation of

the one�dimensional waves and the use of the characteristic surfaces lead to a decomposition

of the state vector into three multi�dimensional waves� This idea includes the physical prop�

erties of the linearized Euler equations� i�e� it allows in�nitely many propagation directions�

Numerical results are shown at the end of this paper� It turns out that in special test cases�

the multi�dimensional approach shown here and the dimensional splitting approach lead to

structural di�erences even in a �rst order calculation�
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� Introduction

In many technical applications there is a need to calculate di�cult �ow problems numerically�
Examples are the simulation of sub�sonic �ow in tubes
 the computation of combustion processes
in engines and turbines
 the calculation of the �ow around wings of airplanes or the computation
of the reactive hypersonic�sonic �ow past reentry vehicles� All these examples are described in
a �rst approximation by the Euler equations� This mathematical model of the �ow does not
include viscous e�ects and has to be adapted to special problems �e�g� chemical reactions�� Most
of these engineering applications have complex geometries and are always multi�dimensional�

For one�dimensional problems
 there exist a number of numerical methods which can be
used to calculate the solution
 e�g� TVD
 ENO or arti�cial viscosity methods� There are also
some theoretical results for the class of hyperbolic conservation laws that the Euler equation
belongs to� This is related to the existence of an analytic solution for problems with special
initial conditions
 called Riemann problems �RP��

However
 solution methods developed for the ��D case cannot be adapted to the multi�
dimensional case� One reason is that there is no simple solution for a two�dimensional RP�
Schultz�Rinne in �	�� classi�es 	�D RP�s under the assumption that only one wave
 i�e� shock

contact surface or rarefaction wave
 is allowed for each discontinuity� The complexity of such
solutions and the sensitivity to the initial conditions show that it is hopeless to either �nd an
analytic solution for arbitrary data or use these RP�s to construct multi�dimensional methods�

The same problem arises for other approaches e�g� �ux vector splitting or �ux di�erence
splitting� Here the reason is that the Euler equations have in�nitely many propagation directions
in 	�D�

In the last few years
 attempts have been made to circumvent this dimensional splitting
approach and to introduce a better description of the �ow properties into the code� The schemes
for multidimensional �ow can be divided into three classes as done by Roe in ����� The �rst
class uses the dimensional splitting approach and is called one�dimensional� The second class

called ����dimensional
 contains schemes which still use ��D Riemann solvers but in directions
di�erent from the coordinate directions� R� LeVeque has constructed a numerical scheme based
on this idea� He uses Riemann solvers normal and tangential to the cell interface in one time
step� Hence
 in�uences of the cross derivatives can be determined
 this is in contrast to the ��D
schemes ����
�����

The last class includes �truly� multidimensional schemes� At present
 two ideas have gained
a certain popularity� One was introduced by Roe
 Struijs and Deconick in �	��
 �	��� They
propose a new set of variables
 comparable to the Roe averages in one space dimension� In these
variables the �ux can be linearized at this average value� The residual
 which is the divergence
of the �ux
 can be calculated explicitly
 when these variables are assumed linear in space� Using
a cell vertex discretisation
 it is straightforward to calculate the residual for each triple of nodes�
The next step is to distribute the local residual to neighboring nodes
 in order to advance the
solution to the next time step� Di�erent wave models are proposed by di�erent authors to solve
this problem �		�
 ����
 ����� However
 like all multi�dimensional approaches
 these are only
approximations to a 	�D RP
 for the reasons mentioned above�

Another idea was put forward by Hirsch and Deconick ����� They try to diagonalize the
Euler equation locally� However
 the Jacobian matrices of the �ux in x� and y�direction are
not simultaneously diagonalizable� So they introduce two directions �� and �� to transform the
Jacobians in a special form� For a special choice of �� or ��
 in most cases the pressure or velocity
gradient
 one of the Jacobians vanishes so that one obtains a one�dimensional problem which can
be diagonalized� These directions are strongly dependent on the �ow properties
 which results
in a loss of robustness of the scheme�

�



In this paper we propose another technique to describe multi�dimensional �ow� There are
two ideas involved� First
 we introduce the idea of transport by means of a scalar advection
equation� Second
 we generalize and adopt this method to the system case� The resulting
scheme includes an important physical property of the linearized Euler equations by allowing
in�nitely many propagation directions� We use characteristic theory to get a good description
of the propagation
 and �nite volume and conservation techniques to capture discontinuities� A
new interpretation is given to the �ux vector splitting
 which enables us to reformulate it into a
numerical scheme for arbitrary many space dimensions�

In the �rst part of this paper we will describe some one�dimensional numerical schemes� The
Godunov�method and the idea of �ux�di�erence splitting is shown brie�y� We will look more into
the details of the �ux�vector splitting method
 since a modi�cation and a new interpretation of
this approach will lead to the new method� We will also show some of the problems of adapting
these approaches to several space dimensions� Next
 we introduce the idea of transport by means
of the scalar advection equation� Here
 the physical or characteristic propagation direction is
used to calculate contributions from one cell to its neighboring cells� The standard dimensions
splitting uses the grid induced coordinate directions to calculate the �ux across cell boundaries�

In the last part of this paper
 we will show the modi�cations necessary to use the idea of
transport for the non�linear system of the compressible Euler equations� We will motivate these
changes in a heuristic way� Next
 we will de�ne the notion of multi�dimensional waves and the
concept of contributions in a mathematical formalism� Finally
 we show how this formalism
leads to the new numerical method� Some numerical test calculations are also presented�

� The scalar case

In this section we will brie�y describe the main idea of transport and its two underlying prin�
ciples� �nite volume discretisation and method of characteristics
 as proposed in ����� For this
purpose
 it is su�cient to look at the linear equation in conservation form� Without loss of
generality
 we can restrict ourselves to two space dimensions� The equation has the form

ht � �a�x� y� h�x� �b�x� y� h�y � � ���

where h is the unknown solution and a� b � IR� � IR are given real functions�
The space is discretised with a cartesian mesh of step size �x and �y in the x� and y�direction


respectively� The center of the �nite volume i� j is located at the nodes �xi� yj� at xi � i�x

yj � j �y and the cell interface at xi���� � �i� ��	��x and yj���� � �j � ��	��y� We use the
average value of the function h over each cell as the dependent variable
 i�e�

hni�j �
�

jVi�jj
Z
Vi�j

h�x� y� n�t�dx dy� �	�

with Vi�j � �xi����� xi����� � �yj����� yj����� the domain of cell i� j� jVi�jj denotes its volume�
Integrating the conservation law ��� over space and time

t��tZ
t

Z
Vi�j

ht�x� y� t� dxdydt�

t��tZ
t

Z
Vi�j

div

�
h�x� y� t�

�
a�x� y�
b�x� y�

��
dx dy dt � �

and using Gauss theorem and the de�nition in �	�
 we get

jVi�jj �hn��i�j � hni�j� �

t��tZ
t

Z
�Vi�j

h�x� y� t�

�
a�x� y�
b�x� y�

�
n dOdt � ��

	



where �Vi�j is the surface of the domain Vi�j� Since the function h is not known for time larger
than t
 the second integral can only be computed approximately� The simplest choice is to keep
h
 a and b constant in each cell� With the notation

ai�j � a�xi� yj�� bi�j � b�xi� yj�

and the assumption that a� b � �
 we obtain the following numerical method

jVi�jj �hn��i�j � hni�j� � �t ��y �hni�j ai�j � hni���j ai���j� � �x �hni�j bi�j � hni�j�� bi�j���� � �� ���

in conservation form� In the special case of the linear equation ���
 the functions a and b are
known everywhere and can be evaluated at the cell interfaces� However
 when solving a non�
linear system of equations
 the method ��� is more appropriate� in that case the velocities a and b
are functions of the solution
 which is only known at the cell center� Approach ��� introduces the
cell normals into the numerical method as shown in Figure �� This leads to a strong dependence
of the numerical solution on the underlying grid� It is the aim of this paper to replace these
�uxes in the normal direction by a procedure more related to the true �physics� of the problem�

The theory of characteristics use a di�erent property of ��� to advance the solution in time�
Along the integral curves �x�t�� y�t��T given by�

�x
�y

�
�

�
a�x� y�
b�x� y�

�
with

�
x���
y���

�
�

�
x�
y�

�
� ���

the solution h�x�t�� y�t�� t� of ��� reduces to the ODE

d

dt
h�x�t�� y�t�� t� � �h�x�t�� y�t�� t�

�
�

�x
a�x�t�� y�t�� �

�

�y
b�x�t�� y�t��

�
���

with initial conditions h�x�� y�� �� � h��x�� y��� Independent of the number of space dimensions

there is only one propagation direction for each point� Thus
 in the scalar case this transfor�
mation always reduces the problem to the integration of an ODE� For the linear equation ���
and smooth functions a and b
 ��� can always be integrated numerically and the solution of h at
any time t can be computed in one step� This idea can also be generalized to non�linear scalar
equations �see �	��� In the case of a non�linear system
 the equations no longer reduce to an
ODE
 since the characteristics of di�erent families interact� The treatment of occurring shocks
is more di�cult when using the method of characteristics�

The new approach combines both ideas� the �nite volume formulation to capture shocks and
the characteristic part to select the physical propagation directions� The characteristic curves
��� are used to trace the transport of quantities� Hence
 the normal �ux across a cell boundary
is replaced by a transport from one domain to another domain
 using the physical propagation
directions �Figure 	��

We can describe this behavior analytically using Dirac�s delta function� Let hu be an ap�
proximation of h�x� y� t� �t� using ��� and let u � � �x� �y�T � �a� b�T � For small time steps �t we
can replace the integration in ��� by a simple Euler step and get

hu�x� t��t� �

Z
IRN

h�y� t���x� �y� �tu�y���dy ���

up to �rst order� The ��function �searches� backward for the point y that determines the value
of h at �x� t� �t�� For simplicity
 we drop the index i� j
 since all actions are the same at each
cell� We de�ne �� � Vi�j
 the domain of the center cell
 and �i
 i � �� ���� �
 the neighboring cells

�
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as shown in the Figure � If we now restrict the domain of dependence to �� of one cell
 then
the function

hu��
�x� t��t� �

Z
��

h�y� t� ��x� �y� �tu�y� t���dy� ��

represents the distribution or motion of the quantity h in �� after time �t� The transport from
this cell �� to any other domain
 i�e� the neighbors �i
 can be computed as

fu���i
��
Z
�i

hu��
�x� t��t� dx�

The dashed line in Figure 	 shows the support of the function hu��
for a constant velocity in the

cell� The dark grey domain in the upper right corner indicates the contribution to the diagonal
cell
 a domain which has no �nite boundary with the cell�

Note that during this transport process the conservation property of the equation is satis�ed
Z
IRN

hu��
�x� t��t�dx �

Z
IRN

Z
��

h�y� t���x� �y� �tu�y���dydx

�

Z
��

h�y� t�

Z
IRN

��x� �y� �tu�y���dxdy ���

�

Z
��

h�y� t�dy�

i�e� the integration of hu��
gives the �amount� of h within ���

In the report with A� Schroll ���� we prove convergence of this type of scheme for scalar
conservation laws� The same idea
 in the context of kinetic theory can be found in ����� The
transport collapse operator described by K� W� Morton and P� N� Childs in ��� and the rotated
Riemann solver proposed by R� LeVeque ���� as well as the multidimensional method introduce
by P� Collela ��� lead to the same �rst order approximation if applied to a scalar conservation
law� The extension to a higher order method is straith forward and does not need an additional

�



time integration step nor is it restricted to second order as the dimensional splitting approach
�see �����

In a �nite volume discretisation
 the update of the mean value in a cell at time t � �t can
be done by adding all in� and outgoing �uxes�

hn��
��

� hn
��
� �

j��j
kX

j��

�
fu
���j

� fu
�j��

�
�

�

j��j
kX

j��

fu
�j��

� ���

Here
 �� denotes the domain of the central cell and �j are its neighbors� j��j is the volume of
domain ���

� The ��D Riemann problem and its solution

There exist a lot of numerical methods to solve the Euler equations in one space dimension� We
will brie�y describe some of these methods and show the di�culties adapting them to two or
more space dimensions�

The Euler equations describe a compressible �uid �ow without viscous e�ects� In one space
dimension they have the form�

�

�t
U�x� t� �

�

�x
F�U�x� t�� � � x � IR� t � �� ����

Here
 U is the vector of conserved quantities and F is the �ux of U� They are given by

U �

�
B� �

m
E

	
CA � F�U� �

�
B� m

um� p
u�E � p�

	
CA

where � denotes the density
 m is the momentum
 u � m�� the velocity of the �uid
 E is the
total energy and p is the pressure� To complete the system of equations we need to add the
equation of state� For an ideal gas it reads

p � �	 � ��

�
E � m�

	�

�
� ����

To take discontinuous solutions into account one introduce the class of weak solutions in the
mathematical formulation �	��� Hence
 numerical methods that can capture shocks are necessary�
In particular
 solutions with discontinuous initial conditions U��x� must be allowed� Problems
with such initial conditions are called Riemann problems �RP� and play an important role in
the construction of numerical methods� The exact or approximate solution to these RP
 de�ned
by ���� and initial conditions

U�x� �� � U��x� �



UL if x 
 �
UR if x � �

��	�

are at the center of most numerical methods�
The classical Godunov Method ��	� introduces such a RP at each cell interface and use

this solution to update the unknown function� Since the solutions to the RP�s are self similar

i�e� constant along the rays x�t � const
 the constant value U� along x�t � � determines the
�ux at the origin� The complexity of the full solution of a RP is the main drawback of Godunovs
method�

�



In �	��
 Roe introduces some simpli�cations
 to obtain an approximation of U�� He uses the
linearized form of ����

�

�t
U�

�F

�U

�

�x
U �

�

�t
U�A

�

�x
U � ��

Instead of solving the full non�linear RP
 he replaces the Jacobian matrix A by a matrix
A�UR�UL� such that

A�UR�UL��UR �UL� � F�UR�� F�UL�

holds� It turns out
 that this matrix A�UR�UL� is equal to the Jacobian A evaluated at a
special value  U �  U�UR�UL�
 called Roe average� Because of this
 the matrix A�UR�UL� has
real eigenvalues and a full set of eigenvectors� Thus
 A�UR�UL� can be diagonalized and the
�ux�di�erence

F�UR�� F�UL� � A�UR�UL��UR �UL�

� S!S���UR �UL�

�
�X

i��

si	i�i

can be replaced by a linear combination of the eigenvectors si of A�UR�UL� moving with the
speed 	i
 the corresponding eigenvalue� The non�linear waves like shocks
 contact discontinu�
ities �CD� and rarefaction wave are replaced by a linear combination of the eigenvectors of
A�UR�UL�� The choice of the value  U allows the method to capture steady shocks and contact
surfaces
 as the Godunov Method does�

The main disadvantage of both approaches
 is the dependence of the intermediate values
U� and  U on both states UR and UL� In one space dimension
 each cell interface is uniquely
related to two states� This is not true in several space dimensions
 unless a dimensional splitting
is used� But this is to be avoided
 because of the strong dependence on the underlying grid
 as
mentioned before� Without the use of the normal directions the �uxes depend on more than
two states
 and it is not obvious how to chose UR and UL in this case�

Another class of schemes uses the homogeneity of the Euler equations � For the �ux F we
have the special relation

F�U� �
�F

�U
U �� AU� ����

The �ux is decomposed into the eigenvectors of the Jacobian matrix A� This procedure is called
�ux vector splitting� It is important to understand this idea in more detail for the derivation
of the new method� Since the Euler equations are hyperbolic the eigenvalues of the Jacobian
matrix of F are all real with a complete set of eigenvectors� Let

R � �r�� r�� r��

be the matrix of right eigenvectors
 ri
 of A� Then
 the �ux F can be rewritten in the form

F�U� � AU � R�R��U �
�X
i��

ri�ii� ����

Here
 � � diag���� ��� ��� is a diagonal matrix and ��� �� ��
T � R��U a given vector� Since

U � RR��U can be decomposed into the same vectors rii
 the �ux F can be identi�ed by
a motion of these three waves traveling with speed �i� This decomposition is called Steger�
Warming splitting �	��� A symbolic representation is sketched in Figure ��

�



For an ideal gas
 i�e� a gas with constant heat capacities and the equation of state ����
 the
matrix A has the form

A �

�
B�

� � �

�	 � ��u
�

�
��� 	�u �	 � ���

�	 � ��u
�

�
�H

�
u H � �	 � ��u� 	u

	
CA

with eigenvalues � � diag�u � c� u� u � c�� The speed of sound c is given by c� � 	p���
H � �E�p��� is the total enthalpy and 	 � cp�cv is the ratio of the heat capacities for constant
pressure and constant volume� The eigenvectors are

R �

�
B� � � �

u � c u u� c

H � uc u�

�
H � uc

	
CA ����

and the vector R��U has the simple form�
B� �

�
�

	
CA � R��U �

�

		

�
B� �
	�	 � ��

�

	
CA � ����

Assuming
 that di�erent waves do not interact �super position�
 the �ux over one cell boundary
can be described in the following way� First
 decompose the state vector UR and UL as a
linear combination of the eigenvectors� With ����
 the �ux F�UL� and F�UR� is given as these
eigenvectors times the corresponding eigenvalues� Second
 use only this part of F�UL� that
crosses the cell boundary to the right
 i�e� waves with positive speed� Similarly
 the waves with
negative speed of F�UR� are taken into account� Hence
 the complete �ux over the cell interface
between UL and UR is given by

F�UL�UR� �
X

rLi max��� �Li �
L
i �

X
rRi min��� �Ri �

R
i

�� F��UL� � F��UR��

This is an easy way to calculate the �ux across cell boundaries and is based more or less on the
same idea of transport as described previously in the scalar case� We have thus shown that in
the one�dimensional case it is possible
 to decompose the �ux into a �nite number of advection
processes�

The advantage here is
 that the total �ux is a linear combination of �uxes depending on
only one state
 either UR or UL� This can simply be generalized to several space dimensions by
taking into account the additional �uxes due to additional neighboring cells� Unfortunately
 a
simple decomposition of the �ux F�U� in ���� and the state vector U is not possible in two or
more space dimensions� The two Jacobian matrices in x� and y�direction can not be diagonalized
simultaneously� Hence
 there is no linearization as in one space dimension�

� The Method of Transport

In this section we will derive the multi�dimensional method for the Euler equations� The idea is
to use the transport process as described in the scalar case combined with a modi�cation of the
�ux vector splitting from the previous section� To meet this goal
 we have to solve the following
problems�

a� Find the physical or characteristic propagation directions related to the multi�dimensional
Euler equations�
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b� Find quantities
 like the eigenvectors of A in ��D
 that decompose the state vector U and
the multi�dimensional �ux in a linear way as in �����

In the next sections we will use the following notation� bold face characters denote vectors
or matrices
 italic letters denote scalars� We de�ne the velocity vector u � �u� v�T and the
momentum m � �m�n�T �

��� Properties of the Euler equations

To solve the above problems
 we will use the following well known properties of the Euler
equations

a� �Invariance under re�ection�
The one�dimensional Euler equations are invariant with respect to a re�ection in space

i�e� a transformation  x � �x� If U�x� t� is a solution to ���� then the function

 U� x� t� �

�
B� �� x� t�
� u� x� t�
E� x� t�

	
CA �

�
B� ���x� t�
��u��x� t�
E��x� t�

	
CA

is a solution of ����
 too�

b� �Invariance under rotation�
The two�dimensional Euler equations are invariant with respect to a rotation of the coor�
dinate system� Let U�x� t� be a solution to ���
 x � IR�
 t � IR�� Then
 for each  � IR

 U��x� t� �  D��U�D��x� t� with

D�� �

�
cos��� sin��
sin�� cos��

�
�  D�� �

�
BBB�

� � � �
�
�
D��

�
�

� � � �

	
CCCA

is a solution of ���
 too�

�



The two dimensional Euler equations have the form

�U

�t
�

�F

�x
�

�G

�y
� �� ���

with

U �

�
BBB�
�

m
n
E

	
CCCA � F�U� �

�
BBB�

m

um� p
un

u�E � p�

	
CCCA � G�U� �

�
BBB�

n

vm
vn � p
v�E � p�

	
CCCA � ����

n is the momentum and v � n�� the velocity in the y�direction�
The second property answers the question about the characteristic directions� It shows that

unlike the scalar case with only one de�ned propagation direction
 we get the well know Monge
cone as a characteristic surface and the �uid velocity as the center of the sphere�

From the �rst property
 we derive the following result� Since the equations are invariant
under a re�ection
 the characteristic related to �� of the solutionU at some point transforms into
��� � �u� c �  u� c �  ��
 i�e� into the characteristic  �� of solution  U� The two characteristics
switch with the transformation
 which indicates
 that both of them have something in common�
This becomes obvious in the 	�D case� Now
 the two curves are connected via the Monge cone�

We are looking for a new interpretation of the vectors �r� and �r�
 that is independent of
the space dimension� The two vectors are almost the same� We can write them in the form

�r���� � a� b

with

a �
�

	 	

�
B� �

u

H

	
CA �

�

	
��r� � �r�� and b �

� c

	 	

�
B� �

�
u

	
CA �

�

	
��r� � �r�� ����

With this notation
 part a moves along both characteristic directions� With n��� � �� and
���� � u� c
 we obtain for the propagation in the �ux vector setting


a �u� ni c� and ni b �u� ni c��

The sum of both parts for i � �� � recovers the original splitting ����
 sinceX
i�f���g

�a� ni b��u� ni c� �
X

i�f���g

i ri �i�

In the generalization to two space dimensions
 we replace n��� by the vector n on the surface
of the unit sphere S and the sum over both directions by an integral over this sphere� Then the
points with

u� n c �n � S

represent the characteristic hyper�surface mentioned in property b��

��� Mathematical Description

In the previous sections we recalled di�erent numerical schemes together with physical properties
of the equations we want to solve� We wanted to motivate the de�nitions and formulas following
in this section� It turns out that the basic ideas of this approach provide more insight into the
behavior of multi�dimensional �ow than just the resulting numerical method in section ����	�
Thus it seem as important to us to explain the ideas as to state the results�

�



We now de�ne functions
 which we call waves
 that re�ect the physical behavior of the
equations
 i�e� allow in�nitely many propagation directions embedded in a conservative �nite
volume approach�

First
 we de�ne the wave related to the single propagation direction u�

De�nition � �Wave U�
With the vector function

R��U� ��
	 � �

	

�
B� �

�u
�juj��	

	
CA �	��

the wave U is de�ned as the transformation of R� on domain �� at time t� after a time
step �t� More precisely�

U��
�x� t��t� �

Z
��

R��U�y� t����x� �y � �tu�y� t���dy� �	��

Figure � shows the wave U for constant values in the cell ��� The dark lines indicate the
underlying grid� The contribution from domain �� to �i within the time step �t is given by

Fu
���i

�
Z
�i

U��
�x� t��t�dx �		�

�
Z
�i

Z
��

R��U�y� t����x� �y� �tu�y� t���dydx�

Note
 that for each component of R� the component in �	�� has exactly the structure of hu��

in �� for the scalar case
 i�e� we are using the physical directions� The computation of the
contributions Fu

���i
involve only values at time level t�

The next de�nition is related to the part a in ����
 that propagates in all directions� We set

De�nition � �Wave C�
With the vector function

R��U� ��
�

	

�
B� �
�u

�H

	
CA �	��

the wave C is de�ned as the transformation of R� on domain �� at time t� after a time
step �t� More precisely�

C��
�x� t��t� �

�

jOj
Z
O

Z
��

R��U�y� t����x� �y� �t �u�y� t� � n c�y� t����dydO�

Here
 O is the set of all points on the unit sphere in IRN � jOj is the value of the surface area of
the sphere
 dO is a surface element and n is the outer unit normal to element dO� For a simpler
notation we de�ne the function g as

g�y�n� t��t� �� y � �t �u�y� t� � n c�y� t���

��



Analogous to �		�
 we obtain the contribution from domain �� to �i as

Fc
���i

�

Z
�i

C��
�x� t��t�dx �	��

�
Z
�i

�

jOj
Z
O

Z
��

R��U�y� t����x� g�y�n� t��t��dydOdx�

The same conservation property as in ��� is ful�lled by construction� Let h be one of the
components of the vector R� at time t
 then each of the components of wave C has the structure

hc��
�x� t��t� �

�

jOj
Z
O

Z
��

h�y� t���x� g�y�n� t��t��dydO�

and thereforeZ
IRN

hc��
�x� t��t�dx �

Z
IRN

�

jOj
Z
O

Z
��

h�y� t���x� g�y�n� t��t��dydOdx

�
Z
��

h�y� t�
�

jOj
Z
O

Z
IRN

��x� g�y�n� t��t��dxdOdy

�

Z
��

h�y� t�
�

jOj
Z
O

dOdy

�

Z
��

h�y� t�dy�

Figure � indicates the quantitative behavior of wave C after time �t c � ����x� The normalized
amplitude of the components is shown
 assuming constant functions in the domain ��� The dark
lines indicate the underlying grid and separate the contributions to di�erent cells�

The last wave is related to the part b in ����� To be consistent with the Euler equations
 we
have to introduce a new structure�

De�nition � �Wave C��
Let I be the unit matrix and 	 the vector of zeros in the space IRN � Using the �N �	��N
matrix

L�U� ��
�c

	

�
B� 	T

I

uT

	
CA � �	��

the wave C� is de�ned as

C���
�x� t��t� �

N

jOj
Z
O

Z
��

L�U�y� t�� � n ��x� g�y�n� t��t��dydO�

The expressions for the contribution from one domain to another domain are the same�

Fc�
���i

�

Z
�i

C���
�x� t��t�dx �	��

�

Z
�i

N

jOj
Z
O

Z
��

L�U�y� t�� � n ��x� g�y�n� t��t��dydOdx�

��
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Figure 
� Wave U generated from the cen�
ter cell at time �t � � with velocity u �
����� ��	�T and constant states at time t�

wca�ps

�� � �� mm

Figure �� Wave C generated from the center
cell at time �t � � with velocity u � ����� ��	�T

and c � ��� and constant states at time t�

With these relations
 the total contribution from domain �� to �i is given as the sum of the
parts related to the di�erent waves


F���i
� Fu

���i
� Fc

���i
� Fc�

���i
� �	�

This leads to the form in ���� Using the same notation it reads�

Un��
��

� Un
��
� �

j��j
kX
i��

�F���i
� F�i��

� �
�

j��j
X
i��k

F�i��
� �	��

For the above de�ned numerical scheme we state the following result�

Theorem � �Consistency of Contributions�

The numerical scheme in �	��� with the waves U � C and C� in De�nition �	
 and their
contributions in �		�� �	�� and �	��� is consistent with the Euler equations in the sense�
that the physical �ux F and G in ���� can be written as

�t�yF�U� �F����
� F����

� F����
� F����

� F����
� F����

�t�xG�U� �F����
� F����

� F����
� F����

� F����
� F����

for all uniform functions U�

A more general de�nition of multi�dimensional waves and transport methods in the above
sense can be found in ����� The proof of a more general theorem is shown in ���� In the one�
dimensional case
 the method reduces to the Steger Warming �ux vector splitting�

��� Numerical Implementation

In order to construct the 	�D method from equations �		�"�	��
 we restrict ourselves to a carte�
sian grid as in the scalar case� We start with wave U using the same notation as before� Thus ��

denotes the central cell i� j and the domains ��
���
�	 surround it clockwise� Since all the quan�
tities are constant within the cell
 the integration in De�nition � contains only the ��function�
U��

is given by

U��
�x� t��t� � R��U�

Z
��

��x� �y� �tu��dy � R��U�l��
�x� �tu��

�	



where l��
�x� is de�ned as

l��
�x� �



� if x � ��

� otherwise
�

The contribution from domain �� to �i can be computed
 i�e� for the diagonal part we get

Fu
����

� ��t��R��U�max��� u�max��� v��

Note
 that

� this part does not appear in a splitting method� It is approximated by two �uxes
 �rst in
x� then in y�direction�

� it is divided by the volume of the cell in the �nal formula� Thus
 the contribution is
multiplied by �t��x and �t��y which is usually kept constant in a convergence analysis�

This means
 the contribution in the diagonal cell
 i�e� to a domain without cell interface
 is of
the same order as the one across the cell interface� It is not a second order in�uence and thus
important near discontinuities disalligned with the cell surfaces�

For wave C
 the assumption of constant states in �	�� allows the integration of the ��
function� In two space dimensions jOj � 	�� The normal unit vector has the simple form
n � �cos��� sin���T 
 where  is the angle to the positive x�direction� With De�nition 	 and
the step�function l��

we can write wave C as

C��
�x� t� �t� �

�

	�
R��U�

�Z
��

l��
�x� �t�u � cn����d�

Using the linear substitution z � x � �tu
 the movement with velocity u can be eliminated�
Thus the integration and the shape of wave C is independent of u� We get

C��
�z� �tu� t� �t� �

�

	�
R��U�

�Z
��

l��
�z� �tcn���d

� �z 
I��

�z��t�

� �	��

The support of wave C �see Fig� �� decouples into a number of subdomains
 each with a
di�erent representation of C� In Fig�  the solid lines show the subdomains
 the dashed lines
indicate the underlying grid and the dotted lines denote the motion of the domain �� with
velocity u� With a nonzero �uid velocity we get

C��
�x��t� � R��U�

�

	�
I��

�x� �tu��t��

Using this function I��
�x��t�
 the contribution from domain �� to any other domain �i can

be calculated as

F c
����

� R��U�
�

	�

Z
��

I��
�x� �tu��t�dx� ����

The function I is separable with respect to both space variables
 so that we can write I in the
form�

I�x� y��t� � g��x� � g��y� � g�

��
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wave C�

Figure � shows one possible integration pattern� The structure of the function I allows the
analytic integration in all subdomains� The same holds for wave C�� Hence
 we obtain explicit
expressions for the contributions Fc

���i
and Fc�

���i
� The interested reader is referred to ��� for a

detailed description of these functions�
To calculate the value within a cell at the next timestep
 we use �	� and �	�� from the

previous sections�

� Numerical Experiments

The numerical method derived in the previous section has been tested on a large number of
problems� To compare with existing methods
 solutions where computed
 using the Van Leer
method and other methods with dimensional splitting� Since all the methods are of �rst order

there are only small di�erences in most of the examples with weak shocks or rarefaction waves�
The second problem discussed here is an exception to this rule� The last calculation deals with a
Mach �� �ow to test the robustness of the method� We denote with �MoT� the derived method
of transport
 and with �VL� the Van Leer �ux vector splitting method�

The �rst example is a two�dimensional Riemann problem� As initial conditions we choose
constant states in each quadrant� Neighboring quadrants are connected by a simple wave
 in
this case by two slip lines and two rarefaction waves� The initial conditions are

� � ����� p � ��� u � ����	�� v � ��� if x 
 �� y � �
� � ��� p � ��� u � ��� v � ��� if x � �� y � �
� � ��� p � ��� u � ��� v � ��� if x 
 �� y 
 �
� � ����� p � ��� u � ��� v � ����	�� if x � �� y 
 �

The cartesian grid used has ��� � ��� points� The shock thickness in Figure � and �� for the
MoT and VL is nearly the same�

The next example includes two weak shocks and two slip lines� The initial conditions are

� � ������ p � ��� u � ��� v � ��� if x 
 �� y � �
� � ��� p � ��� u � ��	� v � ��� if x � �� y � �
� � ��� p � ��� u � ��� v � ��� if x 
 �� y 
 �
� � ��� p � ��� u � ��� v � ��	� if x � �� y 
 �

��



A second look at the results �Fig� ��
 �	� shows large di�erences in the structure of the shock�
The solution of the multidimensional method �Fig� ��� shows two Mach re�ections and two
contact surfaces at the intersection of the four shocks� VL shows one curved shock connected
with two others� This explains the large density behind the shock in VL�

There is no exact solution to this problem� However
 a qualitative result can be obtained
using shock polars� Since the solution is symmetric with respect to the line x � y and self
similar
 the transformation

x� �
�p
	
�x� y� � s t� y� �

�p
	
�y � x�

puts the shock shock interaction point at rest
 if s is the speed of the shock between quadrant
� and �� Since the shock speed is determined from the one dimensional problems
 it is constant
in time� Hence
 we can use the model of shock re�ections as a �rst approximation� It turns
out
 that for an angle of ��o
 there is no regular re�ection� The highest possible angle for these
conditions is ����o
 with a density of ����� behind the re�ected shock
 i�e� a situation as in
Figure �	� Using the ��o angle of incidence
 we obtain a Mach re�ection with a density of ����
behind the re�ected shock and ���	 behind the Mach stem ���� This seem to indicates
 that the
solution obtained with VL is wrong
 and MoT shows the proper behavior�

Example �� Iso density contours
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Example 	� Iso density contours� #� � �����
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The last two examples show a steady shock re�ections� First we show the solution for the weak
Mach ��� shock in ���� The domain is ��	� 	�� ��� �� and we use ���	� points� The CFL�Number
for both methods �MoT and VL� is ���� Figure �� shows the density at y � ���	�� The shocks
are sharper for MoT� This is a multi�dimensional e�ect� The pro�le for the ��D steady normal
shock is sharper for VL �see Figure ���� Hence
 the dimensional splitting approach introduces
more numerical viscosity than the unsplit method�

The last problem includes a strong Mach �� shock� The values of the analytic solution are�

quantity left middle right

� ��� ����	����	���� ���������	���	��
p ��� ����� ������������
u 	����������	���� ��������������	� ������		����	���
v ��� ���������������� ���e���

The domain in this problem is ������ ����� ��� �� with a grid of �	�� 	� points� We observed
the following di�erence between MoT and VL� First
 to obtain a solution with VL
 we had
to reduce the time step to CFL 	 ��� Second
 VL fails to recover the value of density and
momentum after the re�ection �see Figure ��� next to the wall� This leads to a small shift of
the second shock front �see Figure ��� The shock thickness is smaller for MoT
 as in the weak
shock case� For comparison
 both calculations were done with the reduced time step� This is
not necessary for MoT� The solution is exactly the same
 even with CFL � �����

��
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� Conclusions

The aim of this paper is
 to introduce a new approach towards the discretisation of the multi�
dimensional Euler�equations� It is obvious
 that the investigations shown are far from complete�
The implemented scheme shows very robust behavior even for high Mach number �ows� The
method is also capable of capturing multidimensional e�ects�

Most of the drawbacks at hand of this method
 i�e� the large complexity of the scheme and
the �rst order approximation
 can be overcome� A more general de�nition of the waves leads to
a class of very e�cient and simple multi�dimensional methods ����� The correct interpretation of
these schemes result in a linearization of the Euler�equations in several space dimensions ��� It
can also be shown
 that there is no theoretical limit on the order of accuracy in smooth regions�

The extensive use of the homogeneity of the equation questions the generalization for other
systems of conservation laws� As shown by A��T� Morel in ���
 it is possible to adapt this idea
to the shallow water equation
 a hyperbolic conservation law with inhomogeneous �ux ���� An
adaption is also possible for the equations of magneto hydrodynamics ����
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